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We propose new techniques for 2-D shape/contour completion, which is one of the important research topics related to shape
analysis and computer vision, e.g. the detection of incomplete objects due to occlusion and noises. The purpose of shape completion is to find the optimal curve segments that fill the missing contour parts, so as to acquire the best estimation of the original
complete object shapes. Unlike the previous work using local smoothness or minimum curvature priors, we solve the problem
under a Bayesian formulation taking advantage of global shape prior knowledge. With the priors, our methods are expert in recovering significant shape structures and dealing with large occlusion cases. There are two different priors adopted in this paper:
(i) A generic prior model that prefers minimal global shape transformation (including non-rigid deformation and affine transformation with respect to a reference object shape) of the recovered complete shape; and (ii) a class-specific shape prior model
learned from training examples of an object category, which prefers the reconstructed shape to follow the learned shape variation
models of the category. Efficient contour completion algorithms are suggested corresponding to the two types of priors. Our experimental results demonstrate the advantage of the proposed shape completion approaches compared to the existing techniques,
especially for objects with complex structure under severe occlusion.
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Shape is an important cue for object recognition and popularly used in many computer vision tasks. There is a large
body of literature about shape-related approaches. However,
incomplete object contours or shapes are frequently encountered due to occlusion, degradation and clutters in natural images. This will lead to the changes of object shapes,
bring about great challenges and decrease the performance
of shape matching, object detection and localization, etc.
Nevertheless, human vision is quite accustomed to incomplete shapes. There are scientific evidences about the
powerful ability of our visual system to perform shape
completion; early vision can rapidly recover the whole
shape when it is partially occluded [1]. Therefore, shape
completion is an indispensable and important research topic
for shape analysis.
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What’s more, many applications benefit from shape
completion techniques. It serves for the tasks of filling in
the occluded image regions. It can help to improve image
inpainting and figure-ground segmentation. The researches
on contour grouping from cluttered edge maps also take
advantage of curve completion. Besides it is applied in 3-D
reconstruction, mechanical design, engineering projects etc.
In the literature of planer shape completion, different
kinds of curves have been utilized to optimize the bridging
of two broken ends [2–4]. Some simple generic constraints
have been proposed such as isotropy, smoothness, extensibility and locality. One important and widely used criterion
is curvature-based constraint, such as the total curvature
adopted by the elastica model and its variants [5–8], and
variation in curvature used by the Euler Spirals [9]. There is
also biologically-inspired curve completion [10] using the
minimum length in the tangent bundle as a model. However
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these approaches are suitable for simple and smooth contours. For shapes of complex structures, they are not informative enough (Figure 1(a),(d)). In addition, it is proposed in [11] that symmetry of shapes can also be utilized
for contour completion, but this is not universal for all
shapes.
The amodal completion [12,13] is another group which
specializes in the subjective contours, “illusory contours”,
for the cases that the occluders are blended with the background. In these studies, objects are usually very simple
shapes such as triangles and disks, and the research is more
concerned about generic visual perception cues for grouping–e.g. continuation, proximity, symmetry–rather than
curve completion. Also, there are researches in finding salient contour boundaries in cluttered edge maps. The basic
approach is to group a set of boundary fragments based on
the statistics of continuity and different junction types [14],
or taking advantage of convexity prior [15]. However it is
difficult for them to handle complex shape classes with
large occlusion.
Besides the local generic priors for shape completion,
global shape priors are also proposed and incorporated in
applications such as object segmentation under occlusion,
e.g. the shape level sets [16]. Although the purpose of the
work is not shape completion, object boundaries are recovered by balancing the global shape prior and image evidence terms in level set functions. However, it is known that
the performance of the level-sets-based methods always
relies on good initializations, and the methods are easy to be
stuck in local optimum. While in our methods global shape
deformation is estimated based on local/observed part deformation. We find analytical solutions in a global optimization framework.
In addition to planer shapes, there is related work on 3-D
curve completion [17] and surface reconstruction [18].
Some use generic priors [19,20], such as smoothness and
the regularity of the distribution of 3-D points. However,
using only such global priors always results in losing shape
details unique to objects. So it is proposed to consider the
locality for shape reconstruction, making use of context
information [18], local shape priors [21] and primitive
shapes [22], etc. Some others adopt class-specified methods
[23], in which the 3-D models of objects (e.g. human body)
are learned in advance. Their primary goal is to reconstruct
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surfaces among the sparse 3-D points, whereas the goal of
the proposed methods is to recover significant missing parts
from observed fragments. The work in [23] inspires one of
the proposed methods but ours uses a less constraint prior.
In this paper, we focus on shape completion of 2-D object contours by utilizing stronger global shape prior
knowledge. The problem is formulated under a Bayesian
framework. Given an incomplete shape as observation, our
goal is to infer the optimal complete shape, which should fit
the observed part as well as possible, and meanwhile satisfy
the prior constraints. Under this framework, two types of
priors are introduced: (i) A generic prior model and (ii) a
class-specific prior model. Firstly, in the generic prior model, it constrains that the recovered complete shape should
have minimal global shape transformation—including the
non-rigid shape deformation and affine transformation with
respect to a reference object shape. Secondly, the classspecific prior model is learned from a database where each
object class contains a set of training examples. It prefers
the reconstructed shape to follow the learned shape variation models of the object class. We propose efficient contour completion algorithms corresponding to the two types
of priors. The experimental results demonstrate that both
approaches reconstruct object shapes more accurately than
using the existing methods, especially with large part of
occlusion.

1 The Bayesian model for shape completion
In the problem of shape completion, the observed data are
the incomplete object contours, usually some curve segments. Based on the observation, our purpose is to estimate
the complete object contour in a perceptually consistent
manner. It is very difficult to solve this under-constraint
problem, especially in the case of severe occlusion.
This paper focuses on the completion of 2-D object
shapes, which is formulated under the Bayesian framework.
Suppose that the observation i.e. the incomplete shape x
comes from a certain complete shape y. In statistical models
x is supposed to stem from the underlying shape y following
the probability model x ~ p( x | y) , where p( x | y) is the
probability that x comes from y. The goal is to infer the unknown variable y, which is formulated as a Maximum a

Figure 1 Illustration of shape completion. The blue curves are the observed object contours. The green dot curves are the occluded ground-truth boundaries.
The orange, pink and red curves are the results of shape completion based on the Euler spirals in [9] ((a) and (d)), and our proposed generic ((b) and (e)) and
class-specific approaches ((c) and (f)) respectively.
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Posteriori (MAP) problem,
y*  arg max yΩ 2 p( y | x)  arg max yΩ 2
R

R

p( x | y ) p( y )

 p( x | y) p( y)dy

,

(1)
where ΩR2 denotes the space of 2-D shapes.
The underlying complete shape y to be inferred should
satisfy some constraints. For example, many previous scientists draw the assumption that it should belong to the group
of smooth curves. This is actually adding a window function
on the prior of y, in which only smooth curves have nonzero priors. However in real applications, we are confronting much more complicated shapes than the smooth curves,
especially for those contours with significant shape structures and features (such as sharp corners and long protuberances). In such cases, using the smoothness prior would
have obvious limitations.
Our idea in this paper is to reconstruct complete object
contour by taking advantage of our knowledge on common
object shapes. This is inspired by human visual experiences.
For example, if a partially occluded object contour is observed, we can imagine what the rest part of the shape
would be like with our knowledge of the object shape. It is
unlikely for us to reconstruct a visually inexperienced shape.
Therefore our shape completion can be implemented based
on a database ΩS , which consists of categories of object
shapes that we have known,  S  R2 . The reconstructed
shapes are variants of these common shapes s in the dictionary  S  {si } . Then the posterior in eq. (1) is computed
by
p( y | x)   p( y | x, si ) p( si | x) .

(2)

i

This is actually considered as a Gaussian mixture model,
where p( si | x) is the probability of selecting shape si to
complete the occluded shape x; and it is in fact the weight of
the Gaussian models.
We consider two scenarios for this problem. The first is a
Generic Shape Database (called GSD for short), which is a
set of typical shapes of different object classes (Figure 2(a)).
And the second is a Class-specific Shape Database (called
CSD) with rich shape information of object categories, in
which each object class has various shape instances (Figure
2(b)). Based on the CSD, we can learn the class-specific
shape models. Currently both datasets includes categories as
that of ETHZ datasets [24] and Weizmann horses [25],
which are prevalent shape benchmarks. Although ideally it
seems that we should exhaust as many object categories as
possible to compute eq. (2), it is noticed that quite a lot of
classes are irrelevant, since the observed part is of little possibility to come from a class with far different shapes. So in
fact, in most cases our goal is to approximate the problem as
follows,

Figure 2

Examples of the databases (a) GSD and (b) CSD.

p( y | x)   p( y | x, si ) p( si | x)  p( y | x, si* ) p( si* | x) , (3)
i

where the shape class si* is the one leading to the highest
reconstruction probability. We can primarily select those
classes with similar shape parts to the observed data, and
finally find the optimal reference class and reconstruction.
For a possible reference class used to reconstruct the
shape y given x, there is a hidden variable indicating the
correspondence between the part and the whole,
p( y | x, si )   p( y | x, si , l ) p(l | si )
l

  p( x | y, si , l ) p( y | si ) p(l | si ),

(4)

l

where p( x | y, si , l ) describes the partial consistency between x and the part at location l of the whole shape, and
p( y | si ) is the prior. In practice only those good partial
matches are considered, since otherwise the likelihood
p( x | y, si , l ) will be very low.
In the following we will introduce the two shape completion approaches based on the GSD and CSD in Sections 1.1
and 1.2 respectively, with the knowledge of a possible reference class and the possible partial correspondence.
1.1

Shape completion based on GSD

The Generic Shape Database is a world of familiar shapes
of different object classes. For each object class c there is
just one example shape sc included, which is considered as a
possible reference shape, as shown in Figure 2(a).
Based on the reference shape sc, there are two modules to
solve the problem (as illustrated in Figure 3), partial shape
matching and global transformation estimation. At first, we
compute the transformation (including the affine transformation and warping deformation) between the incomplete
data and its matched part on the reference shape under a
possible correspondence l. Secondly, we infer the global
optimal transformation especially the shape warping deformation according to the partial transformation. A classical
shape matching algorithm TPS-RPM [26] is utilized to infer
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the transformation between two shapes.
We adopt the point-based representation for shape contours throughout the paper. Let X, Y and S denote the point
sets of the shape x, y and sc respectively. For the partial
shape matching, let Sp be the part of the reference shape
matching with X under the correspondence l. The affine
transformation AP and warping deformation DP between SP
and X are calculated by [26].
For the global transformation estimation, suppose A and
D are the global affine transformation and deformation between the reference shape S and the target complete shape Y
respectively. We have
Y  S  A  K  D,
 YP   S P 
 KP
     A T
 YR   S R 
B

B   DP

K R   DR


,


(5)

where K is the TPS kernel generated from S. And
S R  S \ S P , K P and K R are the TPS kernels from SP,
SR respectively. D consists of DP and DR, and we allow
DP to be slightly different from the original DP. YP and YR
represent the completed shape parts corresponding to the
observed shape and the unknown part respectively.
According to eq. (4),
p( y | x, sc , l ) p( y | sc )  p( X | YP , S P ) p(Y | S )  e  EP   EG , (6)

where EP || YP  X || 1 || DP  DP || ,
2

EG || A  AP ||2 2 trace || D T KD ||.

(7)

EP accounts for the inconsistency of the completed shape
with the observation. It is measured by the distance between
the corresponding shape points, and the change of the partial wrapping; EG is the global shape transformation energy,
which constraints that the global affine transformation between Y and S is consistent with the partial affine transformation AP, and the amount of the total deformation should
not be large. The parameters 1 and 2 balance the energy
terms.
We solve the shape completion problem by minimizing
the energy function E  EP   EG . Our goal is to estimate
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pletion problem.
Similarly to the GSD-based method in section 1.1, the
posterior with respect to the class c is


 

p( y | x, scj , l ) p ( y | scj )  p ( X | Y , M c , l ) p (Y | M c )  e EP   EG .
(8)

There are still two constraints. One is the partial shape
consistency which corresponds to the term p( X | Y , M c , l )
and similar to that of the GSD; and the other is the prior that
the reconstructed shape Y is expected to follow the shape
model of the class, corresponding to the term p(Y | M c ) .
According to the ASM, let S be the mean shape in the
point-based representation, and  be the matrix consisting
of the eigenvectors learned from the training data. Any
shape Y can be projected into the PCA space as

   T (Y  S ) .

(9)

The probability p(Y | M c ) is considered to follow the
Gaussian distribution in the PCA space, i.e.  ~ N (0, ) ,
where  is the covariance matrix that can be learned from
the training data. Accordingly we have
EG   T  1  ,

EP || YP  X ||2 .

(10)

During the ASM learning, all the training data are
aligned, and we can obtain P which is learned from the
aligned parts corresponding to the observation X. As a result
YP can be approximated by
YP  S P  P  .

(11)

The goal is to find the optimal  by minimizing

E  EP   EG using the least square method. Finally Y is
acquire by
Y  S   .

(12)

2 Experiments and applications

the optimal A, DP and DR and reconstruct the best completed shape Y according to eq. (5). And the energy minimization problem is solved by the methods such as least
square and gradient-descent.

This section demonstrates the great reconstruction power,
good completion results as well as the comparisons of the
GSD- and CSD-based approaches. In addition, we apply the
proposed reconstruction methods to occluded object detection, which show the advantages of shape completion to
handle occlusion compared with the state-of-the-art method.

1.2

2.1

Shape completion based on CSD

In the Class-specific Shape Database, each object class c
has a number of training examples scj , j  {1, , nc } , where
nc is the number of training data of class c, as shown in Figure 2(b). For each class the shape model Mc can be learned
based on the ASM approach [27]. In this case we take advantage of the learned shape model to solve the shape com-

Shape completion results

Due to the lack of occlusion benchmark (to our best
knowledge), we first experiment on the synthesized occlusion datasets, which are generated from the standard shape
datasets by randomly placing ellipse boards of random size
and aspect ratio into the test images, producing a variety of
occlusion cases happening at different positions. One ad-
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vantage of the synthesized occlusion datasets is that, with
the provided ground-truth outlines from the standard datasets, we can calculate the reconstruction accuracies for
analytical evaluation of the reconstruction qualities. We use
ETHZ datasets (the extended version) where approximately
40–80 images included in each class, and Weizmann-horses
where 80 images of it are randomly selected. In the GSDbased approach, some hand-labeled shapes are employed for
reference in our experiments (Figure 2(a)). In fact anyone of
the object shapes from different classes can be utilized as
the reference shape. In the CSD-based approach, the outlines of the object contours are taken as training examples to
learn the shape model. The test experiments are implemented in a “leave-one-out” way to make use of as many
training data as possible.
Figures 1 and 4 illustrate that by utilizing stronger shape
prior knowledge, the proposed methods not only better reconstruct the complex shape structures, but also recover
those nearly smooth contours more accurately than the traditional curvature-based approaches such as the Euler spirals [9]. Table 1 shows the statistics of shape completion
errors, which is calculated by the root-mean-square error of
the Euclidian distances between the corresponding points of
the completed shapes and the ground-truth outlines. In the
evaluation all the shapes are normalized to a comparable
coordinate range, i.e. the longest side of the bounding box
of each shape scaled into the range [−1, 1]. It demonstrates
that the proposed methods outperform the previous work
using Euler spirals [9]. What’s more, the GSD-based and
CSD-based approaches achieve approximately the same
level of completion errors, although the CSD-based method
is more accurate and robust compared with the GSD. The
parameters of the GSD approach in eqs. (6) and (7) are
set to be   1  20, 2  0.005. In the CSD-based
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Figure 3 Illustration of the GSD-based shape completion. In the partial
matching, the incomplete contour X is matching with the part SP of the
reference shape, and the transformation (AP, DP) between the two is computed. In the global estimation, the optimized global transformation (A, D)
is estimated, and the complete shape Y is reconstructed by transforming the
reference shape S = SP∪SR according to (A, D).

approach, the parameter ′ 0.01 .
From the experimental results, we observe that there are
mainly two factors that affect the performances of shape
completion. One is the amount of occlusion, and the other is
shape variation of the observed contour. We illustrate how
these two factors work on the completion quality, as shown
in Figure 5. First, the amount of occlusion is R  1  R0 ,
where R 0 is the ratio of the curve length of the observed
part to that of the entire ground-truth shape contour. We
collect all the test data for all classes with different occlusion amount to draw the curve as in Figure 5(a). Generally
the completion error increases as the occluded part becomes
larger. Second, under the same amount of occlusion, we
examine the relations between the completion errors and
shape variations of the observed parts. The amount of shape
variation is computed according to the ASM method, where
the learning is with respect to the contour parts of the training data corresponding to the observed incomplete contour.
It can be observed from Figure 5(b) and (c) that the more

Figure 4 Shape completion results. The blue curves are the observed object contours. The green dot curves are the occluded ground-truth boundaries. The
orange, pink and red curves are the results of shape completion based on Euler spirals in [9] and our proposed GSD- and CSD-based approaches respectively.
Table 1

The comparisons of completion errors (the mean value of each class) by the Euler spiral [9] and our proposed GSD- and CSD-based methods
Horses

Swans

Giraffes

Mugs

Bottles

Applelogos

Starfishes

Euler spiral [9]

0.7021

0.9206

0.9689

0.6771

0.3392

0.4826

0.7319

GSD-based

0.1949

0.2041

0.1960

0.1053

0.0474

0.0596

0.1267

CSD-based

0.1242

0.1288

0.1152

0.0733

0.0281

0.0512

0.1077
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Figure 5 (a) The completion errors v.s. the amount of occlusion (in the log space); (b), (c) the completion errors v.s. the amount of shape variations (in the
log space) of the observed parts under the same amount of occlusion (R = 0.25 in (b) and R = 0.5 in (c)). The red and blue curves are the results of GSD and
CSD respectively.

shape variations result in the larger completion errors. Furthermore, we can also find from Figure 5 that, the errors
climb slower for the CSD-based method than that of the
GSD. This also demonstrates that, with the help of enough
shape information and stronger prior model, the CSD-based
method is more capable of accurately estimate the shape
details under occlusion.

recovered contours that originally occluded by other objects
or missed due to image degradation. It is illustrated that the
recovered shape are consistent with the observation and the
object shape prior. Moreover, The CSD-based approach
tends to produce more regular shapes because of the stronger shape prior constraints.
2.3

2.2 Occluded-object detection by shape reconstruction

We show how the proposed shape reconstruction methods
facilitate object detection, contour localization and recovery
in real occlusion images. First, we extract long salient curve
segments in the edge map of a test image; these curves are
considered as potential object contours, and matched to the
reference shapes of our dictionary in section 1. Based on a
voting scheme, we collect those curves which support for
the same object (Figure 6(a)). Then we adopt the proposed
shape completion methods to estimate the whole contours,
given the supporting curves as observation. Finally, object
hypotheses are verified according to the reconstruction
probability and occlusion interpretations. Those largely recovered parts should be supported by occlusion boundaries
in the image. Figure 6 (b),(c) show the detection results with

Discussions

With shape priors someone may suggest a simple idea by
simply transforming a possible reference shape under only
affine transformation for shape completion. This is a special
case of our GSD-based method without estimating the optimal global wrapping deformation. However, it will result
in the lost of shape variation details of different object individuals. Therefore, it is very necessary to infer the optimal
shape variations in the proposed methods so that to achieve
satisfying performances.
In the object detection applications, there is no need to
compute the completed shapes under all the correspondences between the part and the whole object shape as in eq. (4).
Due to the partial constraint as described above, only good
partial matches are considered. We adopt e.g. the efficient
partial shape matching approach in Riemenschneider et al.

Figure 6 Object detection and contour completion. (a) The bold colorful solid lines show the observed collaborative curve segments to be completed; the
‘T’ marks are the voted object centers and the blue thin curves are the edge maps; (b), (c) localized complete object contours given the observations as in (a),
using the proposed GSD-based (in (b)) and CSD-based (in (c)) approaches respectively; (d) comparison of Riemenschneider et al. [28] (top) and our detection method (bottom).
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[28] to initially select possible good partial matches so as to
reduce the computational cost. Although a voting-based
detection method using independent curve segments is suggested in [28], there exist obvious disadvantages–as shown
in Figure 6(d), our methods is able to detect more accurately
localized complete contours, other than broken edge fragments and rough bounding boxes as in [28]. Moreover our
contour completion provides good occlusion interpretations
for object detection.
It should be noticed that the completion performance depends on the shape variation of the test instances (Figure 5).
With the increase of the shape variation, the performance
decreases. In a worst case the variation is out of the shape
prior space, the result will greatly degrade. In addition, our
methods are currently not very robust to the articulation of
shape parts. Large articulation rather than shape deformation
is another issue that should be considered in the future.
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3 Conclusions
In this paper we suggest to draw on shape priors to reconstruct and complete object contours. The priors are established based on two kinds of shape databases, the GSD and
CSD. The GSD provides prior knowledge of generic and
common object shapes. The CSD provides class-specific
shape priors by learning the shape models of each class.
Accordingly, we propose two completion methods and
compare their performances through the experiments. The
completion accuracy of the CSD-based method is improved
compared with the GSD-based method. Moreover, both the
two methods achieve much better performances compared
with the traditional curvature-based method such as the Euler spirals. In addition, it is found that the completion errors
grow with the increase of the amount of occlusion and the
shape variation of the observations.
Shape reconstruction is very useful for object detection
and localization in real applications, especially in case of
severe occlusion. Our experiments demonstrate the good
performances of the occluded object detection based on the
proposed shape completion methods.
In the future, we will research on the articulation models,
the object poses and so on to further improve the shape
completion and its applications in object detection, shape
retrieval etc.
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